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Burgan Bank enhances 
e-learning through 
its online portal 

KUWAIT: Driven by progress and fostering continuous
transformative growth, Burgan Bank employees are experi-
encing focused online learning through the dedicated
Burgan Learning Digital platform. Led by the Learning and
Development Department in the Human Resources and
Development Group, the portal offers staff a wide variety of
learning solutions covering both soft and hard skills through
modern technological practices and operations as part of
the Bank’s ongoing digital transformation strategy.

The dedicated learning portal was adopted with the main
objective to continue to enhance and solidify employee
engagement and development through diversified learning
programs, while supporting individual wellbeing during
these challenging times. Burgan Bank maintained its collabo-
ration with IQuad learning solutions and their partner, Cross
knowledge, a highly acclaimed global award-winning learn-
ing solutions provider, to enable continued knowledge-
building in a rapidly changing business environment.
Adapting to current circumstances faced regionally and
globally due to the spread of COVID-19, the Bank respond-
ed swiftly, and strategically invested in the transformation of
the Learning & Development Center into a Learning &
Development portal readily available for its staff to benefit
from. Burgan Bank Group Chief Human Resources &
Development Officer Halah El-Sherbini Stated, “As part of
Burgan Banks focused digital strategy, the HRD team has
been readily preparing for the digital transformation
required in the learning and development solutions offered
to all staff. This proactive approach allowed us to solidly take
the leap and to ensure the continuity of education as well as
engagement during this challenging period. Our success
stems mainly from our agility and strong belief in empower-
ing and nurturing our staff through continuously providing
innovative means to create a learning driven culture. “

Senior Manager, Learning & Development at Burgan
Bank Ghada El-Kadi said, “We have managed to seamless-
ly integrate the e-learning portal in such a challenging peri-
od in our effort to meeting the evolving organization’s
learning needs through applying our acquired digital capa-
bilities and putting them into immediate practice. More
than 80 percent of the bank employees have demonstrated
high levels of interaction, learning agility and improvement
in digital literacy to cater to evolving skills demands. In
addition, our main goal from creating the digital portal is to
continuously undergo re-skilling and up-skilling of staff
and remain fully connected.” Several new programs are ini-
tiated and other existing intensive programs were trans-
formed into e-learning solutions. Additionally, staff can
enroll for hybrid learning models such as both synchronous
and asynchronous learning, alongside the Bank’s online
social activities such as themed Book, Film and
Knowledge-Sharing Clubs. Committed to excellence
through innovative learning opportunities, Burgan Bank
continues to partner with local and international knowl-
edge facilitators to develop and elevate internal skills, stan-
dards of operations and practices to deliver optimal servic-
es to its customers.

KUWAIT: Kuwait Financial Centre “Markaz” recently
released its monthly markets review report for the
month of June 2020. Markaz report stated that, GCC
markets extend their recovery, registering gains for
the third straight month in June. Undervalued Dubai
equities topped gainers among the GCC while oil
prices breached the $40/bbl. level.

Markaz report stated that Kuwait markets were
positive, with the Kuwait All Share index registering
gains of 2.7 percent in June. Relaxation of curfew
regulations and the rebound in oil prices contributed
to the positive sentiment of investors. Morgan
Stanley Capital International (MSCI) announced that
they would implement the reclassification of Kuwait
indices from frontier market status to emerging mar-
ket in November 2020 along with the semi-annual
index review. 

Meanwhile, Kuwait
cabinet agreed to cut the
government entities’
budget for fiscal year
2020-2021 by at least 20
percent to soften the
deficit caused by COVID-
19 outbreak. Agility was
the top gainer for the
month of June among
Kuwaiti Blue Chips, gain-
ing 11.2 percent. During
the month, Agility signed a mega agreement with the
Kuwaiti Public Authority for Housing Welfare
(PAHW) to develop industrial and storage zones in
Sabah Al Ahmed residential city. Basic materials and
Industrials were the top performing sectors in
Kuwait during the month, with their indices rising 9.2
percent and 7.8 percent respectively. 

Regionally, the S&P GCC composite index rose
by 1.6 percent in June, with all GCC markets barring

Oman registering gains. Dubai was the top gainer
among GCC markets, rising 6.2 percent for the
month, followed by Abu Dhabi, Kuwait, Qatar and
Saudi Arabia, which gained 3.5 percent, 2.7 percent,
1.7 percent, and 0.2 percent respectively. The World
Bank in its recent report stated that GCC
economies will contract 4.1 percent in 2020 but will
bounce back in 2021 with 2.2 percent growth. Saudi
Arabia turned to their mining industry to supple-
ment its economic recovery. The country’s cabinet
approved a new mining law that facilitates investor
access to financing and supports exploration and
geological survey activities. The law falls in line
with Saudi Arabia aims to diversify away from
hydrocarbons by increasing foreign investment in
the mining sector.

Markaz report also
stated that among GCC
Blue Chip companies out-
side Kuwait, Etisalat and
International holding com-
pany were the top gainer
for the month, increasing
5.0 percent and 4.9 per-
cent respectively. 

The performance of
Global equity markets was
positive for the third con-
secutive month, with the

MSCI World Index gaining 2.5 percent in June. US
equities (S&P 500) gained 1.8 percent despite the
second wave of cases starting to spike in several
states. The Federal Reserve decided to keep interest
rates unchanged during its June meeting and indi-
cated that they would maintain rates at near zero
levels until the economy recovers. The US Fed
expects the US GDP to decline by 6.5 percent in
2020 before bouncing back in 2021 by 5 percent. In

addition, the apex bank affirmed its commitment to
keep buying bonds, targeting $80 billion a month in
Treasury securities and $40 billion in mortgage-
backed securities. The UK (FTSE 100 index) mar-
kets stayed positive, gaining 1.5 percent for the
month. The Bank of England (BoE) during its June
announcement said that it would expand its bond-
buying program by $123 billion and keep its key
interest rate at a record low of 0.1 percent.

Emerging markets were buoyant for the month, with
the MSCI EM increasing by 7.0 percent. 

Oil prices closed at $41 per barrel at the end of
June 2020, up by 16.5 percent as OPEC members
and allies tightened output while the outlook for
energy demand rose due to easing of restrictions on
lockdowns. Gold prices continued to rise steadily,
increasing 3.1 percent in June as fears over a second
wave increased the demand for the safe haven asset. 

S&P GCC composite index rose by 1.6% in June

Markaz: Global and GCC equities 
continue their recovery in June

Al Mulla Automobiles 
wins first place at 
Mercedes-Benz Awards 
KUWAIT: Al Mulla Automobiles Co, the sole
authorized distributor and exclusive service part-
ner for Mercedes-Benz in Kuwait, has been
awarded f irst  place in the Mercedes-Benz
Overseas General Distributor Awards for Sales
and Customer Services 2019.  The award aims to
recognize the distributors that are performing the
strongest, each year. 

The criteria for the award selection process is
based on sales, customer service, as well as, opera-
tional and strategic key performance. Al Mulla
Automobiles was awarded first place due to strong
performance in 2019, exceeding sales targets, as
well as ranking the highest in customer service.

Commenting on the award, Talal Al Mulla, Chief
Executive Officer of Al Mulla Group, said: “On
behalf of all our colleagues and associates at Al
Mulla Automobiles, we are delighted to receive this

award in the Mercedes-Benz General Distributor
Awards 2019 for Sales and Customer Services. This
is testament to the dedication, outstanding effort
and excellent performance of our team, as well as
their commitment to always delivering the best in
class service to our clients and customers.”

“Since we started our operations in the begin-
ning of 2019, we promised to elevate the brand’s
presence in Kuwait and offer the best customer
experience. We believe we have fulfilled our prom-
ise, and will continue to enhance our overall per-
formance and services,” added Al Mulla. 

Boubyan Bank launches 
appointment booking 
at its website
KUWAIT: Within its efforts to develop its servic-
es to cope with the current situations caused by
COVID-19 and provide the highest levels of serv-
ices while fully observing health precautions,
Boubyan Bank announced providing a service at
its website to book appointments to visit the
bank’s various branches. 

In this regard, Boubyan Bank’s AGM for per-
sonal banking services, Bashar Mohamed Al-Doub
said that appointment can booked at the bank’s
website: www.bankboubyan.com where visitors
can select suitable appointments, branch and
enter their basic data including name, civil ID

number and mobile number on which they will
receive an SMS confirming the booking data. 

Al-Doub added that the service is optional but
still provides many privileges such as cutting short
waiting time as well as the time they will have to
spend at the branch.  Further, Al-Doub pointed
that all Boubyan bank branches are currently
highly equipped to ensure everybody’s health and
safety. “It is of great importance that all visitors
respect precautionary measures recommended by
health authorities and wear facemasks during the
visit”, he underlined. 

Investing in digital services
Meanwhile, Al-Doub said that the new service

is part  of the digital services Boubyan bank
always provides its customers with. He also
explained that Boubyan bank has been adapting
the strategy of investing in and expanding its digi-
tal services for years during which those services

proved successful and
highly significant under
the circumstances
Kuwait and the entire
world are currently
experiencing and in
view of the growing
rel iance on banking
services provided via e-
banking channels. 

He added: “Ever since
the beginning of
COVID-19 crisis months
ago, there has been a growing demand from
clients on using digital banking services through
the bank’s website at: www.boubyanbank.com or
through Bouubyan bank’s apps on smart mobile
phones, which means that the bank has never lost
contact with its clients despite the crisis and its
impact on various economic sectors worldwide”.

Gulf Air resumes 
direct flights to and 
from Athens and Cairo
MANAMA:  Gulf Air, the national carrier of the Kingdom
of Bahrain, will resume its direct Athens and Cairo flights
with scheduled operations starting from 01 July 2020. Gulf
Air has been operating direct flights between the Kingdom
of Bahrain and the Arab Republic of Egypt and the Hellenic
Republic since 1974 and 1980 respectively. Both destina-
tions are key within the Gulf Air’s network and are popular

amongst the airline’s points in the Mediterranean and
North African region. The airline currently flies to and from
London, Paris, Frankfurt, Manila and Pakistan.

Being one of the few airlines that continued opera-
tions in the last 3 months, Gulf Air continuously works
closely with the governments authorities throughout the
destinations on its network to resume operations as
soon as airports open. Gulf Air boasts a flexible and
agile network by immediately adapting to government
orders and civil aviation directives around its network
and has been responsive to continuous changes and
updates regarding operations to and from its network
destinations. Updates are constantly added on
gulfair.com/covid19 including travel advice, network and
new health and safety procedures.

Kuwait to cut
govt entities’

budget for
2020-21

Bashar Al-Doub

Stocks touch near 
4-month high on 
upbeat data
NEW YORK: Emerging market stocks rose on Friday and
were set to end the week higher on upbeat data from China
and the United States, while currencies lagged as growing
coronavirus cases dampened optimism about a swift global
economic recovery. The MSCI’s index of developing world
stocks rose 0.9 percent to its highest level since March 6, but

still trading about 10 percent below a pre-pandemic peak.
The index was on track to add more than 3 percent for the

week, driven by strong economic readings across the globe,
with Chinese factory activity and US payroll data being par-
ticular highlights. However, a spike in US COVID-19 infections
on Thursday undercut risk appetite. Emerging market curren-
cies bore a measure of this caution, given that recent monetary
easing in the space has made them less attractive than stocks.

“Markets may be trading in consolidating patterns due
to the ongoing battle between those who see a faster-than-
previously-thought economic recovery and those who are
concerned over a second round of restrictions due to the
re-acceleration of global infections,” Charalambos
Pissouros, senior market analyst at JFD Group, wrote in a
note. South African and Hungarian stocks led gains in the

EMEA region. Turkish stocks traded sideways, while the lira
edged lower after inflation in the country climbed more
than expected in June.

Turkey’s central bank had cited increased inflation when it
unexpectedly halted a policy easing cycle last week. “If infla-
tion were not to cool down, the FX market would switch to
discounting a much more deeply negative real interest rate
than it is doing now - and this would imply more selling pres-
sure on the lira,” Tatha Ghose, FX & EM Analyst at
Commerzbank, wrote in a note.

South Africa’s rand rose about 0.3 percent, and was set to
outperform its EMEA peers for the week after the country
recorded its first current account surplus in 17 years. Russia’s
ruble was steady to the dollar, while the Hungarian forint and
the Czech koruna both edged lower to the euro. —Reuters
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